Summer Internships
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Newsroom Internships
The application period for the summer class of 2024 is now closed.

[image: The 2021 intern class included journalists with skills in reporting, editing, audio, video, photography, graphics and design. Their work was featured on all Washington Post platforms.]The 2021 intern class included journalists with skills in reporting, editing, audio, video, photography, graphics and design. Their work was featured on all Washington Post platforms. (Tracy Grant/The Washington Post)
Paid summer internships
Come be a reporter, photographer, videographer, multiplatform editor or producer, news and digital designer, graphics reporter and developer, social media producer, audio producer or editorial writer.




How to apply
About the experience
Washington Post interns have gone on to win Pulitzer Prizes and, in the case of Leonard Downie Jr., to become executive editor. Read what it is like to be a Post intern.



More info
Frequently asked questions
Do you think you’re ready to become a Washington Post intern? Learn the requirements and answers to other questions you might have.



Read the FAQ
Intern experience
What will you do as a Washington Post intern? Let’s start with what you won’t do: You won’t just “shadow” reporters, and you most definitely will not get coffee for people! Instead, you’ll be a Washington Post journalist creating videos, graphics and stories that will be read and viewed by millions of Washington Post subscribers.
Check out some work done by previous interns:
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On the streets of Philadelphia, fentanyl leaves a deadly trail
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Mapping the strain on our water
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On July 4th, thousands in D.C. celebrate a nearly normal Independence Day



[image: Bo Burnham made a movie to work out his anxiety. It ended up explaining our Instagram age.]
Bo Burnham made a movie to work out his anxiety. It ended up explaining our Instagram age.




“I strongly believe that missionaries make better products. They care more. For a missionary, it’s not just about the business. There has to be a business, and the business has to make sense, but that’s not why you do it. You do it because you have something meaningful that motivates you.”Jeff Bezos,  owner of The Washington Post


About The Post
The Post was founded in 1877 and owned by the Meyer-Graham family from 1933 to 2013, when Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos bought the company. The Post has won more than 60 Pulitzer Prizes and has more than tripled its digital audience since Bezos bought it.
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